MOVING FORWARD: from principles to action!

Principles project Workshop 6. Illustrated by Marina Roa from SenseTribe
How has joining this conversation changed the way you look at funding practices?

Collective care is NOT self care

Reflecting on principles is important

Collective care is a political action

And much more! ...
How to Implement Equitable, Effective, Efficient Practices

Melissa Sines, PEAK Grantmaking

Mission
Promote better practices for philanthropy

What is the missing point here?

How can we align our values with what communities perceive?

The gap is in the PRACTICES!

5 Principles
- Tie Practices to values
- Narrow the Power Gap
- Drive Equity
- Learn, share, evolve
- Steward Responsively

GAP

Storytelling
- Peer Benchmarking
- Amplify voices of our members
- Partnerships
  - Share data & knowledge

Principles project Workshop 6. Illustrated by Marina Roa  from SenseTribe
Global Alliance

MISSION
PROTECT & PROVIDE RESOURCES for small movements & access SOLIDARITY

What are the constraints?

IDENTIFY PROBLEMS

Seeing process as a JOURNEY TOGETHER

Power of STORYTELLING

www.civicus.org/ Youth playbook

Young activists & Funders

TRANSFORMATIVE CONNECTION

Honesty, Design Thinking

Look for solutions!

Co-DESIGN More Intimate relationships

Co-CREATE TOGETHER

Power DISTANCE Funders - Communities RELATIONSHIPS

Funders curate SPACES FOR INTERACTIONS

Clara Bosco - CIVICUS
CURRENT CHALLENGES

1. Reluctance to share power with communities
   Control vs Trust

2. Measuring accountability
   Signing pledges is not effective!

3. Live values as an example

4. Connect & give visibility to the field and communities in need
WHAT FUTURE STEPS WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE FOR THE PRINCIPLES PROJECT?
Document & share philanthropic learnings and put the principles into practice
Align and share mutual objectives
Recognize the importance of effective communication and a deep understanding of real peoples' needs.
Increase impact by digesting the principles and living our values.